Five Senses Lodge Discovery
activity sheets

Coastal trip in Dhow

Departure from Five Senses Lodge 8.30am: A 3-hour dhow ride along the magnificent southwest coast of Madagascar.
Enjoy the ultimate adventure while traveling around pristine beaches. On board, be a pirate or imitate Robinson Crusoe
to the rhythm of the sun, the wind and the sea.
11.30am: Picnic organised by Five Senses Lodge at Reve et Nature, the ideal exquisite location. Get ready to be fully
immersed and mesmerized by the 100% natural wonders of this secret place, closed at high tide. Swimming is a must
(with or without swimwear).
2pm: Return to Five Senses Lodge by 4x4, passing by the small forest of baobabs and the more stout variety of
Adansonia grandidieri. Their colours and their strangest shapes, in the midst of didiéracées (large thorny plants,
endemic to Madagascar, nicknamed the “cactus of the One World”) are a real enchantment.
4.30pm: Arrival at the hotel for a sundowner snack.
NB:
- The sea trip is done in anthentic dhow (handmade in Morombe shipyard, property of Five Senses Lodge).
- The picnic will be done on the dhow (if low tide) and on the beach at Reve et Nature (if high tide).
- The return trip is by 4x4.
- The excursion is possible in all seasons (depending on tide and wind).
- The schedules indicated for this excursion are estimated and therefore variable.
Rate (A discount of 20 € for client in “all inclusive” booking)
• Own transport + picnic + guide - 80 € per pax (min 4 pax)
• Transport required & available at Five Senses Lodge + picnic + guide - 50 € (car) + 80 € per pax (min 4 pax)
• Transport required & not available at Five Senses Lodge + picnic + guide - 120 € car transfer + 50 € (car) + 80 €
per pax (min 4 pax)*

*Fuel cost included
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